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Introduction
For most of my adult life, I experienced an interesting (read:
infuriating and demoralizing) phenomenon.
Sunday night, I’d think about the huge list of things I wanted to
accomplish during the coming week. Work projects, tasks around the
house, books to read (or finish reading), you name it. Full of vigor, I
was the consummate idealist, mapping out the next few days like an
intrepid conquistador would plan his upcoming conquests.
With a swollen chest and a hearty sense of anticipating my future
victories, I would fall into blissful sleep—confident that I would meet
Friday having slain numerous dragons and vanquished throngs of
enemies.
(You can probably see where this is going.)
Friday would roll around and I would feel like absolute crap.
All of my grand plans to move so many boulders up their respective
hills had slowly eroded into nothingness, leaving me frustrated and
exhausted because I had accomplished, essentially, jack squat.
My weeks, almost invariably, would play out like Shakespearean
tragedies.
And what makes it all the more infuriating is that I would continue to
fulfill that sad prophecy everybody attributes to Albert Einstein:
“The definition of insanity is doing the same thing over and over and
expecting different results.”
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(Pretty much everybody agrees that, despite innumerable
attributions in blog posts and the like, Einstein never actually said
that. But, I digress.)
For what seems like decades, my weekly “plan” would look
something like this:
1. Choose an absurd number of tasks from my already gargantuan
list of things to do. Make the number and size of these things so
hopelessly large and intense that I wouldn’t have a prayer of
finishing them all, even if I doubled the time I had allocated to
work on them.
2. End the week having finished basically zero items from my list and
feeling like a huge idiot because I wasted a ton of time just trying
to decide what to do.
So, there’s the problem. If you’re ambitious, busy, and prone to fits
of inspiration, my weekly “plan” might bear some similarity to yours.
Carving me out of the situation and stating it in more general terms,
the problem—as I see it—has three symptoms that result in wanting
to drink more:
1. We have a gajillion things to do.
2. We try to do many or all of them simultaneously.
3. We regularly fail to make meaningful progress.
And, presto: after we eat that steaming plate of failure, dessert is a
heaping bowl of stress, overwhelm, exhaustion—even depression.
I don’t need to, but let me tell you anyway: that really, really sucks.
Let’s explore how I managed to murder this stupid, stupid problem
pretty much once and for all.
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In the process, I’d like to take what starts out as a halfway decent
metaphor and, over the course of our visit, overuse it to such an
absurd extent that it’s (almost) laughable.
(Truthfully, I actually laughed.)
Anyway.
For now, let me introduce you to my made-up friend, Johnny.
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Johnny Moves to a New House
It was a great day in Johnny’s life.
He’d gotten a promotion at work and, as such, now had enough
cheddar in the bank to rent himself a new place to live. It even has a
little patio. He was so excited.
He even said so: “I’m so excited!”
Anyway, we meet up with our hero on the day he moves into his
new place. Like most young, single men, he’s enlisted the help of his
friends with trucks to help him move all of his crap to his new
dwelling. “Paid movers are for rich folks,” he thought.
Despite the promises of pizza and beer after the job was done—
which, in this author’s experience, is standard and expected
payment for helping somebody move—all of his buddies had other
plans for the afternoon and were only able to move Johnny’s stuff
part of the way.
Bottom line: Johnny is now standing alone, atop the threshold of his
new domicile, with all of his worldly possessions stacked neatly in
boxes outside the front door. There are probably 50 of them, give
or take. Luckily, his flaky friends did manage to get the five or six
pieces of furniture situated before running off. Still.
“Crap,” he thought.
Johnny has a bit of work ahead of him.
Let’s make a quick inventory of his tasks because, at this point, I
haven’t butchered the metaphor yet…
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For each box in Johnny’s massive stack, he needs to do three
things:
1. Move the box into the room where it’s contents will ultimately
live, and deal with whatever furniture is already in that room.
2. Unpack the box.
3. Decide on a home for each item in the box and put it there.
Easy enough. If you’ve moved before, you probably understand this
process without too much trouble.
If Johnny has a brain in his head—and, for the sake of this
discussion, we’ll assume he does—he undertook the standard
practice of labeling each box as he filled it back at the old place. So,
each box will bear either the room where it belongs or, if the box
contains only one specific type of item, the type of item it contains.
“Books” and “dishes” are common examples of this. Let’s further
assume he labeled the boxes.
Again, if you’ve moved before, you know that all boxes are not
created equal…
The box of books will be simple to empty—since the books probably
all go onto one of a small number of bookshelves and you can
unpack them by the handful without being too careful. It’s not like
they’re going to break, after all.
The boxes labeled “dishes” represent the serious pain in the hind
quarters. These boxes are probably heavy, almost definitely fragile,
and may contain broken things that could cut you. Not only that,
unpacking a dish box probably means taking each individual dish out
of the sheet of newspaper it’s wrapped in. Hardly a quick and easy
affair relative to the book boxes.
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For my money, the mother lode of moving box choices is the
bedroom and bathroom linens. They’re lighter than just about
anything else in the stack, a cinch to unpack and put away, and
unless you’re into some weird stuff, unlikely to injure you when you
handle them.
My point here is that, for the most part, each of Johnny’s boxes
represents a unique challenge. Let me know if we’re not square on
that point because it’s going to be important to remember as we
continue (especially after this elaborate metaphor collapses in
spectacular fashion).
It’s time to explore some of Johnny’s possible approaches to
tackling this most herculean of tasks. And, since this is meant to be
fun, we’ll start with the dumbest way he could do it…

The Absolute Dumbest Way He Could Do It
Imagine if Johnny looked at his stack of 50 boxes and thought, “I
know, I’ll move the whole stack inside, keeping it together, a foot at
a time, then go from there.”
In other words, Johnny, would pick up each box, rotate his body
180º while pivoting on one foot, then set the box down behind him.
He’d repeat this process for each box such that, when he finished,
the entire stack of boxes would have moved a couple of feet further
into or through the house. He could then repeat that process as
many times as necessary to move the whole stack through his
house, stopping at each room to deposit whichever boxes are
destined to live there.
Sort of like the opposite of one of those bucket brigades people
used to employ when moving water to a burning building.
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I don’t need to tell you how stupid and inefficient this would be. And
our hero is anything but stupid.
So, that awful strategy is clearly not happening.
What if we swung the pendulum in the opposite direction?

A Far Less Dumb—But Still Dumb—Alternative
How about if Johnny picked up a single box—no matter what it
weighed—and carried it to the room where its contents belonged.
Then, he unpacked the entire box until everything in it was put away
and the box was empty. Finally, he took his fancy box cutter and
broke the box down flat before adding it to a neat stack of empty
boxes near the garbage can at the other end of the house.
Like it says up there, this is way less dumb than moving the stack a
couple of feet at a time, but it’s still a pretty terrible solution.
Reason being, each box he brings into a given room will likely mean
he needs to move or rearrange much of what he’d already put away
from previous boxes. One box has the potential to upset a whole of
of work.
Ok, ok. Enough screwing around.

The Correct Answer That’s Sort of Obvious
This one’s almost instinctual, really.
Of course, Johnny’s best move is to pick up as many boxes as he
can carry a short distance without injuring himself—ideally, boxes
destined for the same room—and bring them into the house,
depositing them in their new staging area, waiting to be unpacked.
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Once he has placed all of the boxes in whatever room they belong,
he can attack one room at a time. In a particularly smart moment,
he might open all of the boxes so he can see what he’s got before
he starts deciding where to put everything.
It’s interesting how our minds bristle at obviously bad strategies
and, after a quick second of consideration, settle happily on the one
that makes the most sense (especially if it’s the clear winner as
described above).
So, how does this apply to work?
That’s what this whole dog and pony show is all about.
Specifically, we’re going to talk about planning your week like a
smarty who gets crap done and doesn’t feel like he/she just
finished, well, moving into a new house when the week is over.
Let’s get started.
(Oh, and don’t worry—the “moving boxes into a new home”
metaphor will become hilariously awkward pretty quick here.)
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Boxes
We can best understand our work as a collection of boxes, not unlike
our pal Johnny's.
Right now, he has a huge project: moving all of his crap into his new
place. That project can be broken down, conveniently, into smaller
pieces: the individual boxes currently parked outside his front door.
Each box represents a large-ish part of the "move in to the new
house" project.
(Note for the GTD adherents: you might take umbrage at my use of
words like "project" and "task" in this section. Know that I'm not
using those terms in the GTD context, but more broadly.)
Johnny can easily measure his progress by—doink—the number of
boxes he's brought inside, unpacked, and discarded. Once he's
emptied all of the boxes and put all of his stuff away, he can say
he's "moved in."
Our projects and undertakings are no different; most of our major
initiatives—whether they be home improvement endeavors, work
projects, even hobbies—can be broken down into large pieces that,
once completed, will mean the end of the undertaking. Those pieces,
for the purposes of this discussion, are boxes.

Box
A non-trivial part of a project that, when completed,
will have moved the project forward to an meaningful
degree.
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Making measurable, meaningful progress on a small number of
projects each week is how things get done.
If you have 20 projects on your list of things you want or need to
do, I would argue that making minimal progress on all 20 in a given
week is vastly inferior to taking big steps on four or five of them.
Reason being, the amount of progress you'd make on 20 projects in
a given week won't feel real; it'll be so small as to be nearly
imperceptible. Focusing on four or five, on the other hand, you get
to "win" (finish something and feel good about it, in other words)
more frequently without accumulating a bunch of anxiety.
This is all well and good, but we're still talking mostly theory here.
Let's get down to brass tacks and make a plan. It starts with
figuring out how much room you have for your boxes each week.

Making Room for Your Boxes
If we want to figure out how much room in our "house" we have for
boxes, we first need to consider the stuff that's always there and
must be worked around; I call this the “furniture."

Furniture
Pre-existing obligations that must be worked around or
renegotiated when planning the week’s work.
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For example: if you have an 8–5 job, that would be furniture (at
least, regarding non-work projects). If you have children, they
require a certain amount of care and attention when they're not
otherwise occupied (like, in the evenings or weekends). Smaller bits
of furniture would be things like meals or your weekly card game or
church. Bottom line, "furniture," for the most part, represents time
where you can't schedule anything else because it's already—and, in
some cases, perpetually—spoken for. Oh, and sleeping should
probably be in there too.
Not all furniture is created equal, of course. Some furniture can be
moved around with relative ease (like a coffee table). Other pieces
are more difficult, or effectively impossible, to move (like a huge oak
desk or a bookcase full of books).

Coffee Tables
External obligations that are easily moved or removed
to make room for additional work or to facilitate more
efficient work.
Oak Desks
External obligations that are difficult or impossible to
move and must be assumed when planning the week’s
work.
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A few examples:
• If you’ve got a standing meeting with a friend for coffee every
other Thursday at 7am, chances are that can be rescheduled or
even skipped without anybody’s feelings getting hurt. Coffee
table, that one.
• A birthday party for your good friend that’s been on the calendar
for months would definitely qualify as an oak desk.
• Dentist appointment? I suppose it depends on why you’re going in
the first place and how much you enjoy the dentist, but I’d call
that a coffee table.
• A monthly meeting with your boss to discuss your performance is
absolutely an oak desk unless your boss is cool enough to make it
a coffee table.
With me so far?
So, if you think of your week as a grid, you'll see that you have
seven days, many of which already contain furniture.
The spaces around the furniture are where we need to stick our
boxes. We’ll figure out which are the correct boxes here in a bit; for
now, we’re just figuring out what kind of available box space we’re
dealing with.
Differentiating between coffee tables and oak desks is important
because it helps us determine what kind of wiggle room is available.
If the furniture you’re up against is exclusively coffee tables, you
can be a bit more aggressive or adventurous your box choices.
The next step in surveying your furniture has to do with available
resources. Along with the obvious (time), we’re talking about things
like tools, cognitive capacity, and energy levels. Certain boxes just
aren’t going to fit when surrounded by certain furniture.
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Examples:
• If you’re looking at the space right after “put the kids to bed,”
you may not be at peak brain power. Heaven knows I’m not after I
put my kids to bed. You’ll want to choose something relatively
simple or even monotonous for this space.
• “Early in the morning before everybody wakes up” is a better spot
for tasks requiring an alert mind, but it also (probably) means you
can’t assemble furniture or practice your tuba.
• “During my lunch break.” If you work a regular job, your lunch
break is probably limited to an hour or less. Not to bang the
obvious gong too hard here, but choosing the right box for this
space means picking something you can do in the allotted time
(and, your mother would like to remind you, also eat a nutritious
meal).
At the end of all of this madness, you should have a rough idea of
the available spaces you have to fill with your boxes. But it does us
no good to have all of this rolling around in our brains, so we’re
going to put this somewhere tangible that we can look at when we
need to without having to remember it.
I give you: The Floor Plan.
(The house/furniture/box metaphor is now straining at the seams,
folks.)
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The Floor Plan
In a nut, the floor plan is a visual representation of your furniture
and boxes. And it can be made using whatever tools you like.

Floor Plan
A visual map showing all external obligations and
available work time during a given week.

Included in this little ditty is a set of templates, but the same could
be accomplished using a pen and paper, a whiteboard near your
workspace (my preferred method, most of the time)—heck, you
could use a cocktail napkin and a crayon if you had to.
At this point, we’ve got our furniture laid out, as well as the
available space for our boxes. When we map it out on the floor plan,
it might look something like the image on the next page.
(It’s is one of the templates included with this guide that I filled in
with a pen. Sorry my penmanship is atrocious. Also, I have custody
of my kids each weekend from Friday afternoon through first thing
Monday morning, in case you’re wondering what that “kids plus
squiggles” business is all about. There’s a full-size version of that
image in the Templates folder you received, in case this one’s hard
to read.)
We don’t really need to include all 24 hours per day because, ideally,
a third of that is spent sleeping and we’re not trying to work
ourselves to death here. Using the attached templates, you can fill in
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the start and end times that work best for your schedule (or, as
previously mentioned, just draw the whole thing on a sheet of paper
if you’d prefer).
Not to spoil the ending or anything, but this document is going to
be the thing you prepare either Sunday night or first thing Monday
morning to help you plan your week.
Let’s get on with choosing our boxes (and don’t worry, we’ll go into
much more detail about the floor plan as our visit unfolds; I just
wanted to quickly introduce it here.)1

This idea bears a slight resemblance to Cal Newport’s Time Blocking system. I don’t get
anywhere near as detailed as he does and an educated guess tells me that most other folks
don’t either. Either way, you can read about Cal’s implementation here.
1
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Choosing Your Boxes
Now that we have much of our framework in place, it’s time to
figure out which boxes are going into the week’s floor plan.
For the sake of this discussion, I’m going to assume that,
somewhere, you have a list of all of the major projects you’d like to
accomplish at some point. In my experience, people normally have
anywhere from a couple dozen to a hundred of these, so your count
may differ greatly from mine.
Things like:
• Complete and submit the expense report from the conference in
Omaha
• Clean out the garage so we can finally park the frickin’ car in
there
• Pack and store all of the winter clothes in the attic
• Plan the upcoming vacation to Tahiti or whatever
• Research and buy a boat
• Sell your boat2
You know, big things that take a fair amount of time, probably
spread across multiple days (or longer).
Each of these is made up of multiple large pieces—what I’ve been
calling “boxes” this whole time.
If you survey all of your projects, you can probably decide what the
next box is for each—the thing that will not only move the project

One of my favorite jokes: “What are the two best days in a man’s life? The day he buys a boat
and the day he sells the boat.”
2
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forward, but far enough forward that you’ll feel good about having
made meaningful progress.
But, pray tell, which boxes are the right boxes for this week?
You’re going to choose your boxes based on one of several criteria:
1. Time; this is usually the biggest factor in choosing boxes. Things
that must be accomplished soon or bad things will happen
(whether at work or at home).
2. Agony; these boxes represent projects that actively cause you
mental anguish. Finishing—or making meaningful progress on—
these projects will reduce your overall suffering.
3. Effort; these are small, likely simple boxes that you can knock out
relatively easily, thereby reducing your overall box volume (and,
as an ancillary benefit, allowing you to feel less crappy).
4. Investment; boxes of this type represent foundational efforts that
will make future projects possible. In other words, you have to
complete these annoying boxes before you can start unpacking
other boxes that probably excite or interest you more.
5. Income; this one’s easy—these boxes represent things that earn
you money.
Your life circumstances will determine which in order you apply these
criteria, but I’d suggest keeping all of them in mind when it’s boxpicking time.
But there’s one more criterion I haven’t mentioned yet…
Honest, no-BS realism.
If you’ve got room for seven boxes in your floor plan, they can’t all
weigh 80 pounds and require five hours each to unpack.
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(I’m talking to myself as much as I am to you, for the record.)
The fact is, we tend to underestimate just how long things will take,
especially work that requires creativity or critical thinking. Because
we’re this way, we often set ourselves up for the kind of failure I
mentioned at the beginning of our visit: trying to shoehorn 10
pounds of work into a five-pound bag.
With your floor plan in mind, do your best to choose boxes that
you’re capable of unpacking given the time and estimated energy
levels provided by the available spaces.
Speaking of unpacking…
You’ll be way ahead of the game if you already know what
“unpacked” (finished, in other words) looks like for a given box.
Work that has a poorly-defined end point is a recipe for
underestimating its difficulty and overestimating our capacity to
finish it in an efficient manner.
More of those fun example things:
• If your project is “Plan the Tahitian Vacation,” maybe this week’s
box is “find four hotels and flights to compare” or “call three
travel agents to get quotes.”
• For our “clean out the garage” project, some possible boxes
might be “spend one hour throwing things away” or “clear out
and dump the four sleds in the rafters we haven’t used since the
80’s.”
• If you’re going to buy a boat, maybe your box will be “research
boat insurance policies and slip pricing at the dock” or “call
sensible friend who will talk me out of buying a boat.”
You get the idea.
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Allow me to recommend an additional rule when choosing the week’s
boxes: make sure your boxes occupy 80% of the available space in
your floor plan, at most. This gives you some flexibility and, gasp,
even a little bit of down time so you’re not always working.
(There are two special-case boxes I’ll discuss in a second that will
help mitigate problems with overworking and unwieldy boxes, but
the above rule is a good one to follow because it allows for
variability in box complexity and if/when you misjudge your energy
levels.)
So, a partially-completed floor plan might look something like the
image below. Note that I’ve outlined all of the big, uninterrupted
spaces (as well as some of the furniture); I can divide the big spaces
up however makes the most sense given my workload and it makes
it crazy simple to glance at my week and see what’s what.
Now, let’s explore some additional strategies for arranging boxes to
help ensure they get unpacked.
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Arranging Your Boxes
I’ve mentioned this already, but it bears repeating: when arranging
boxes, keep in mind the limitations of the various spaces in your
floor plan. Late night spaces will probably mean you’re somewhat
tired, so maybe don’t fill those spaces with boxes that require a lot
of brain power. Choose spaces that will give you the best chance of
successfully unpacking the box, etc., etc.
Another strategy that can help skyrocket your unpacking speed and
effectiveness is minimizing the “cost” of moving between boxes. If
you can arrange your boxes such that finishing one and starting
another—assuming your floor plan allows for adjacent spaces—
doesn’t involve huge mental and physical shifts, you’ll find it’s easier
to stay in the working groove.
For example!
If two of your boxes are “compile and add up the receipts for the
business trip to Omaha” and “research five different boat loan
options,” you can do both of those using a computer (and maybe a
phone). Placing those two boxes side-by-side means you’ll be able to
easily transition from one box to the next.
Contrast that scenario with the following: if you start with the bank
loan research and immediately transition into emptying the trash out
of the garage, you’ll incur a slight performance hit because starting
the garage box means gathering up the garbage bags, making sure
there’s a place to put all the stuff you throw away, pouring the stiff
drink you’ll surely need because the garage is an absolute wreck,
etc. A far cry from switching apps on your computer or maybe
opening a couple of additional browser tabs.
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The final strategy is a bit of a hybrid of the first two (don’t put
boxes where you’ll have a hard time unpacking them and try to place
similar boxes near each other): when placing boxes next to each
other, put them in order of effort required, either physical or mental,
starting with the most strenuous.
I should really have come up with a more thematically-related
synonym for “examples,” now that I think about it. Anyway, for
example…
Let’s say you have two boxes:
1. Scan the 200 TPS reports into Your Favorite Document Storage
System™.
2. Rework the household budget to account for the extra $200 per
month you now have to pay to the HOA to park your new boat.
Box #2 will require you to think, calculate, and evaluate different line
items in your personal budget. Box #1 pretty much only requires
that you be awake and coherent enough to babysit a document
scanner while you feed it a stack of paper.
Assuming you have a single available space that can accommodate
both boxes, unpack box #1 after you’ve unpacked #2. Reason being,
you’re likely going to become very, very bored while scanning 200
discrete documents and boredom, at least in my case, is a mooddestroyer. If I unpacked the budget box second, I’d be in serious
danger of reducing the grocery bill by 40% just because I was in a
bad mood and why on earth are we spending $15 per month on
eggs anyway.
So, one more time with feeling, the three overarching strategies to
employ when arranging your boxes:
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1. Don’t place boxes where you won’t have the time and energy
available to unpack them successfully.
2. Place boxes that require similar tools, etc. near each other to
make switching between boxes simple and fast.
3. Unpack more demanding, work-intensive boxes before boxes that
can be unpacked when you’re tired.

Specialty Boxes
To make this whole system a bit more resilient, I’ve found the
addition of two special-case boxes to be very helpful. Here they are:
First, what I lovingly call the Junk Drawer. This is a box where you
can put a whole bunch of small, one-off, quickly-dealt-with bits of
work that can all be performed in one sitting.
The best junk drawer contents are those discovered during normal
unpacking. If you’re unpacking your “find boat loans” box and you
realize that you need to download the form to register your boat
with the state you live in, toss that in the junk drawer. It’s related to
the boat loan box (because it involves the procurement of the
boat), but it’s not a necessary step in the boat loan box.
Place this box ahead of time like you would any other box, ideally
near the end of the week. This will let you take care of any and all
minutiae that showed up while you unpacked the week’s boxes
without the work bleeding into next week’s load of boxes.
Second, we have the Gift Box. This box represents play, relaxation,
anything that isn’t work. I have a handful of small gift boxes
peppered throughout my floor plan most weeks and they include:
dinner with my girlfriend, taking my kids to the park, meeting a
friend for a beer, even an hour to read recreationally a couple of
times per week.
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If you’re wondering if building recreation into a work plan is actually
necessary, I can tell you that it is for me. Without a plan, I work too
hard and too much. This type of box exists to help further the
mission of enjoying life and not working myself to death.
Now, you’re ready to build your floor plan and go after the week’s
work with confidence that you’ve thoughtfully arranged your boxes
and given yourself the greatest chance for successfully unpacking
each one.
Before we wrap things up here, let’s chat briefly about the
unpacking process and edge cases that might crop up.
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Unpacking Your Boxes
By and large, this is going to depend on you. You’ve made a plan and
budgeted the time to unpack the selected boxes.
The key here is ignoring everything that’s not your current box. Use
the time you’ve allotted and work as efficiently as you can. Let the
world continue to spin around you while you get crap done.
This is going to require discipline. I’ll freely admit to not nailing this
right out of the gate—it might take time to train yourself to ignore
everything but what’s in the box, especially if the contents of the
box give you ideas or cues about other things you need to do. If this
happens, quickly write them down somewhere and get back to your
box.

The “This Box is Taking Longer Than I Planned” Problem
Ah, yes. This little jerk of a problem and I have met many times. I
call it the oversized box.
If you find yourself mid-way through unpacking a box and it becomes
obvious that there’s no earthly way you’re going to finish unpacking
it in the time you set aside for doing so, you have two options:
1. First, you can adjust your floor plan mid-week. In other words,
look at the other spaces in your floor plan and see if anything else
can be pushed to next week (or possibly shortened, though this is
unlikely in my experience). If you can ditch another box and slot
your current box in its place, consider doing so.
2. Otherwise, you can assume that this box was too large to unpack
and divide it into two smaller boxes. This will depend on the
nature of the box, of course—you can’t leave a half-built trophy
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case in the living room until next week. But if the work lends itself
to stopping temporarily and resuming a week or so later, that’s
perfectly fine.
If you encounter an oversized box and have to deal with it mid-week,
try to figure out what went wrong. Chances are—and I say this from
lots and lots of personal experience—you chose a bigger box than
the space could comfortably hold or you overestimated how quickly
you’d be able to unpack the box. No shame in either of those things.
Try to remember next time you’re making your floor plan what kind
of box it was and to maybe try budgeting a bigger space for similar
boxes in the future.3
While it won’t protect you from the aforementioned estimation
problems common to folks new to this kind of planning, there are a
few things you can do to help ensure unpacking success. Let’s chat
about those now.

For me, this is home improvement stuff. I’m probably the least handy guy on earth and, no
matter how simple a task may seem, I can virtually guarantee that it’ll take longer than I think it
should (even budgeting for my own screw-ups and frantic phone calls to handier friends).
3
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Creating an Ideal Unpacking Environment
I have two rules here, myself. You can follow them explicitly, use
them to inform your own decisions about what works best for you,
or ignore them completely. The point is to give some thought to
how you’ll structure you unpacking environment.
Of course, one size doesn’t fit all, but break this down into two very
general categories of boxes: braindead boxes and brainiac boxes.
Braindead boxes are the incredibly boring work that, honestly, sucks.
When dealing with these boxes, I do whatever I can to make the
tedious work more tolerable…
If the situation permits it, I listen to music I like or—if I’m doing
something especially mind-numbing—maybe watch a movie. A nice
adult beverage helps, too (if that’s your thing). Bigger point here is
that you know how to make boring work more enjoyable. Whistle
while you work and all that.
Brainiac boxes are the opposite: these require focus and
concentration. Removing distractions is key in these situations, of
course. Turn off notifications on your phone, quit your email
program, close as many browser tabs as possible (all of them, if you
can)—that sort of thing.
Anything that isn’t a strict requirement for the box you’re unpacking
needs to be jettisoned until the box is unpacked.
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For Additional Concentration, Throw in Some Tomatoes
One of my favorite methods for getting through braindead boxes
with my mood and sanity intact is called The Pomodoro Technique. 4
In a nutshell, this method directs one to work in short bursts which
are separated by frequent, even shorter breaks. The short bursts of
work are called “pomodoros” (which is Italian for “tomatoes”). A
typical Pomodoro session would look something like this:
1. Set a timer for 25 minutes and begin working.5
2. When the timer goes off—signaling the end of the pomodoro—
take a 3–4 minute break.
3. When the break ends, do another pomodoro.
4. Take another short break.
Repeat this process until you’ve completed four full pomodoros,
then take a longer break, 15–30 minutes or so, then repeat the
process again.
This method is effective because sprinting for 25 minutes when you
know you have a break coming soon is a heck of a lot easier than
staring down the barrel of two hours or more of intolerable
boredom.
This simple practice works really well for me. I’ve used it for years
and I actually used it to help my son to do his math homework
without argument (which amazed both of us).
4

Read all about the history of the Pomodoro Technique on Wikipedia. It’s fascinating stuff.

You can use more or fewer minutes per pomodoro, but 25 is the norm. I’d suggest starting with
that and changing things up if you need to.
5
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If you’re faced with a box whose tedium is annoying even before you
start, consider adding a little pomodoro to the mix and see how far
you get. I think you’ll be surprised.
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Tying it All Together
This guide has been mostly conceptual up to this point, so I’d like to
provide an example scenario using my own life and work. Simple
system though it is, applying the above concepts to your own
situation might surface some confusion or questions. Hopefully this
will help crystalize what I’m trying to teach…
One caveat, though: I don’t have a typical, 9–5 job—so my schedule
is a little more loosey-goosey than some. Still, the thought and
planning processes should be universally applicable, no matter what
your work situation is.
Also, it’s worth mentioning that I have custody of my two children
each week from Friday afternoon through first thing Monday
morning. For this reason, I don’t work weekends if I can help it and,
as such, any boxes I place during my time with my kids will be of the
“after the kids go to bed” variety (short tasks that I can do while
tired and/or stupid, in other words).
Ok, here we go.

Setting the Stage
Most weeks, my workload is made up of tasks belonging in two
categories: stuff I do every week and stuff that’s specific to the
current week.
The first category involves a lot of writing. As a small business
owner—and sole employee—I’m responsible not just for creating
content and products, but for marketing what I sell. This translates
into writing a lot of email (which is how I distribute most of my
content and promotional material). This category also includes
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various administrative tasks like email, financial upkeep, customer
support, and more. The blocks I create for this type of category are
labeled “writing” and “admin” for the sake of simplicity. If my
administrative work was more voluminous or complicated, it would
be easy to subdivide the “admin” boxes into more specific tasks like
“email” or “finance,” but that’s not necessary in my case.
The second category is comprised of tasks related to my current
“big projects.” The projects themselves will vary from week to week.
Sometimes it’s a new book I’m writing or product I’m creating (or
revising). Other times, it’s a promotional campaign for a thing I’ve
already finished making. This category could also include things like
market research or even reading books related to the work that I do.
It all depends. Big blocks of uninterrupted time are the key to
making things happen with this category.
Most of the items in the first category are fairly predictable as far as
time required. I have a rough idea how long it will take me to write
the emails for the week, respond to emails I’ve received, etc., so I
can place related blocks in my floor plan with some certainty that
the allotted time will be sufficient.
For the sake of this example, we’ll assume that I’m working on
completing a new book and designing a marketing campaign to
promote it. We’ll further assume that I’ve got somewhere between
10,000 and 12,000 words left to write and that the marketing plan
is going to take somewhere around 8–10 hours to fully flesh out. Oh,
and I’ll probably need 3–4 hours to edit the remaining writings
(again, give or take).

Sunday Night Planning
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After my kids are in bed at the end of the weekend, I design my
floor plan for the coming week…
(Occasionally, this will get pushed back to Monday morning because
my kids stayed up late or we were busy doing something, but that’s
rare.)
As I mentioned earlier, the key to successfully implementing this
stuff is to figure out how you want the end of the week to look—
what can realistically be completed (or, at least, moved substantially
forward). My goals for this week are:
• Write 10,000–12,000 new words in the book I’m working on
(again, roughly). I can write between two and three thousand
words in a day if I’m clear on the topic about which I’m writing. A
3,000-word writing session will last anywhere from three to five
hours, typically. So, I should aim for around 10–13 hours of
focused writing time.
• Spend about 8–10 hours of time planning the marketing effort for
said book. This may end up being less time, but I’m still going to
allot the full amount in case it doesn’t.
• Take care of the usual administrative work. This will probably eat
up around 4–6 hours, all told.
• Spend Friday morning working on my second business with my
business partner, Andrew.
• Clean my apartment and wash all of the dirty laundry, which takes
2–3 hours altogether. Since I’m moving around a lot during this
time and not really making progress on “professional work,” this is
when I catch up on podcasts, audio books, and the like.
• Spend some time with friends, my (extremely busy) girlfriend, and
do plenty of recreational reading.
Sound good? Let’s make a floor plan. Follow along and I’ll show you
the completed floor plan at the end of this section.
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My work week begins in earnest on Monday morning after I deliver
my kids to their mom at 8am. Mondays are devoted to three blocks:
cleaning/laundry, writing the week’s emails (which takes about 4
hours, give or take) and getting current on administrative work. I
don’t generally work on big projects on Mondays, so my Monday
boxes are usually the same each week. At the end of each weekday,
I budget time for reading or socializing—Monday after dinner gets an
hour or so of admin (which grows or shrinks as needed), then
reading.6
Tuesdays are usually punctuated by a couple of regular phone
meetings, both an hour long: one in mid-morning, the other in midafternoon. These tend to break up the otherwise wide open expanse
that is Tuesday, so I choose blocks that will fit around those external
obligations. Prior to the phone calls, I knock out a couple of hours
worth of admin work. Within the two hours separating my two phone
calls, I’m going to begin brainstorming the marketing plan for my
new book and throw together a quick lunch.
As with Monday, Tuesday afternoon and evening are generally an
uninterrupted space where I can place whatever box requires that
kind of focus. For this week, I’m going to dedicate the whole of
Tuesday afternoon/evening to working on the new book, followed by
an hour or so of reading before I hit the hay. If I finish the writing
quicker than anticipated, I may end up simply writing more to get
ahead or let myself off the hook and do something recreational with
the extra time, such as reading.
(Oh, and starting on Tuesday you’ll notice a new box called “Prep.”
This is my shorthand for morning stuff like coffee, breakfast,
If you’re wondering how I get away with so little time dedicated to the “admin” category, such a
luxury is a product of lots of time and effort spent automating various parts of my life. The details
are beyond the scope of this guide, but hit me up on the Internet if you want to chat about it.
6
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bathing, quiet time, maybe skimming the day’s news, etc. I omit this
box on Mondays because the coffee happens earlier and the bathing
happens whenever I can squeeze it in during the house cleaning box.
I’ve found that Mondays work best if I get right into that first main
box—cleaning and laundry—instead of trying to shoehorn my
morning routine into the floor plan starting at 8:30am. This is a
good example of rejiggering the floor plan to best suit your
schedule, how you work, etc.)
Wednesday is my only wide open weekday with no regular, external
obligations. This is the day when the majority of my big-project work
gets done. But, I know myself and while I’m capable of writing a heck
of a lot in one sitting, I also know that creative energy is a finite
resource and periods of rest are important. With that in mind, I
break up the day into three big pieces: a writing box between prep
and lunch, a short reading block after lunch (non-fiction) followed by
a planning block for the book marketing effort, then another writing
block with dinner mixed in when it’s convenient. And, of course, my
hour or two of recreation after the work day is over. In this case, I’m
going to meet my pal Tom for a drink at my local watering hole.
Thursday signals the winding down of my work week, in a way. Part
of the custody arrangement I have includes a few hours of alone
time with one of my two kids each Thursday afternoon (from 4:30–
7:30pm), which doesn’t leave a ton of productive time afterward. In
that case, I’ll see where I am with admin work and take care of any
leftover tasks in that category. If I’m current there, maybe I’ll read
or take my lady out for a slice of pie. And, as with Wednesday, I’m
leaving the late part of Thursday available for either reading time or
a drink with a friend.
Fridays are a special case, for a couple of reasons. Most Friday
mornings, my lady has to leave by 7am for a morning obligation, so I
spend a bit of time with her daughter before I take said daughter to
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preschool at 8:30am. After that I meet up with friend and business
partner Andrew to work on our podcast-slash-business called
Orthogonal. We’ve both earmarked Friday mornings for this project,
so we meet up at one of our two homes—usually his—and either
record a couple of episodes of our podcast or do other work related
to the company. Despite our plans to wrap up this work session by
1pm each Friday, we often work past that until as late as 2:30pm.
Since I take possession of my kids each Friday at 3:30pm, I don’t
usually schedule work after the Orthogonal block on Fridays because
that time is regularly filled.
Weekends at my house are the wild west. Other than church on
Sunday mornings, we don’t have a ton of fixed appointments each
weekend (which is how I like it). Leaving the weekends intentionally
free helps make room for spontaneous trips to the park, meals with
friends, or just down time where we can watch a movie or relax in
some other way. Weekends are also when we take care of things like
grocery shopping and other miscellaneous errands.
And, at the end of Sunday, we begin the process again by spending
an hour or two putting together the floor plan for the next week.
To review, I was able to make room for all of my major goals
regarding the new book and its marketing plan, clean my place, read
a bunch, and knock out all of the requisite administrative work that
each week brings.
At this point, all I need to do is follow the plan and, barring
unforeseen hiccups, the work will get done.
Here’s the floor plan for the week I just described:
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Conclusion
This little system is designed to help you take big steps forward. In
practice, it’ll only be as complicated as you make it (or as your work
requires it to be, I suppose).
Having a thorough understanding of the whole of your work is a
requirement for making this work. Only when you know everything
you have to do—or, more likely, have it written down somewhere—
can you decide which boxes are the most important. Beyond that,
it’s all about discipline.
As the old saying goes: “Plan the work, then work the plan.”
(And no, I have no idea who originally coined that phrase. Apparently
neither does Google.)
I hope you’ve found this system as valuable as I have. If you have
any questions or want to say hello, you can grab me on Facebook or
Twitter (though, fair warning, I’ve been less active both places
recently, so I may take a bit to reply—thanks for understanding).
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things (lots of blog posts, a couple of books, a whole lot of email).
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Thanks for reading!
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